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COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington, D. C. 20231

AMENDMENT

Sir:

IIPii I ? 1994

In response to the Office Action dated October 19, 1993,

please amend the above-idemtified application as follows .

Page 4, lines 15-16, delete "Figs. 3-28 illustrate

~cr
I

.IN THE TITLE

_.__ Please amend the title 'to.__:t"~ad =-_~~ORIES
MODE SEQUENTIAL ACCESS--.

---~"._------_._-._-.._---_....-~,- -------..,--_.--...-. __._ ..--'.,_.._---

IH-THE SPECIFICATIQH

HAVING A BURST

LA,,' on'lCElI or
lIK,JERVItN. MORRILL.

"'bd·HEll801~.FIANKLIN

"' ....W.

'll MIl1ll.0 DRIVB

lJl111! 700

SAN JOSIl, CA 9'1110

~4OIllm.lm

PAX (4OIl) :!I'-ln)

memories according to the present invent:ion." and substitute

invention.

Fig. 4 isa timing diagram for the memory of Figs. 3A, 3B.

Fig. 5 is a circuit diagram of memory cells of a memory

according to the present invention.
,,'

Fig. 6 shows a d ..minq scheme for the memory of Figs. 3A,

3B.

Fig. 7 is a block diagram of a memory according to the

present invention.
/

Figs. 8A, 8Bdiagram a memory according to the present

- 1 -



8B.

circuit of Fig. 11.

memory of Figs. 8A, 8B.

PATENT

Fig. 12 diagrams a circuit that generates a signal for the

Fig. 11 diagrams a circuit that generates signals for the

Fig. 9 is a table illustrating the position and the

logical numbering of the columns in the memory of Figs. 8A, 8B.

Fig. 10 is a t.iming diagram for the memory of Figs. 8A,

L:\OMS\5785\M-201 e -'.371.lIP
940321 (MS:Idn)

invention.

Figs. 13A, 13B diagra,m a V-register of the memory of Figs.

8A, 8B.

Fig. 14 illustrates portions of the, V-register of Figs.

13A, 13B.

Figs. 15A, 15Bdiagra.m a V-register of the memory of Figs.

8A, 8B.

Fig. 16 diagrams an X-register of the memory of Figs. 8A,

8B.

Fig. 17A, 17B d Laqz'am a portion of the X-register of Fig.

16.

Figs. 18A, 18B diagram a portion of the x-register of Fig.

16.

Fig. 19 diagrams a circuit generating a signal for the

X-register of Fig. 16.

Fig. 20 diagrams a circuit generating a signal for the

X-register of Fig. 16.

Fig. 21 diagrams an X-register of the memory of Figs. 8A,

8B.

Figs. 22A, 22B diagram a portion of the X-register of Fig.

21.

Figs. 23A, 23B diagram a portion of the x-register of Fig.

21.

Fig. 24 diagrams a circuit generating a signal for the

X-register of Fig. 21.'

Figs. 2511., 25B diagram a control circuit of the memory of

LAW O....ICBII 011'
IXJJtaVM.lHO&lllLL.

MIo:I'Hll:UON. "AANU,JN

a ".JIIL
n NBTJ;Q ))RIVB

,un. '"
SAN JOE, CJ~ "llO

(otOI) :In-12l'2
PAX (_l :llI'-12U I - 2 -
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Figs. 8A, 8B.

Fig. 26 illustrates pozt.Lone of the control circuit of

Figs. 25A, 25B.

Fig. 27 diagraIlls'a portion of the circuit of Figs. 25A,

25B.

Fig. 28 illustrates a control circuit of the memory of

Figs. 8A, lIB.----_.,---_.------ _._--_~_...._---

Please amend the claims as follows.

~N THE CLAIMS

Bage 16, line 13, replace "ATL3-ATL6" by --AQL3-AQL6--.
(

--_._-----_~

~ended) A meml:>ry comprising:

a ~urality of r,ows of memory locations;

(onevor' more sense amplifiers for amplifying contents
'-

of said mem?ry Locat.Lons r j

a plurality of [row decoders] first registers, each

[row decoder] '-first r,~gister for re(:eiving a row address

[andU.

a plurality' .of reow decoders. each row decoder for

activating a portion eof a row [which row is] identified by

[said address] signals from one of said first registers;

[and]

one or more sens,~amplifiers for amplifying contents

of said memory locatieons\in the row portions; and

an output for providing output signals from said

sensa amplifiers,
\

wherein at least two locations Ll and L2 in different,
\

rows of said memory can be read\out to said output in
\

burst mode such that the memory re.ceiyes an address of one

nq a row portionwhile one of said row decoders

,
of said locations and provides in response contents of a

plUrcllity of memory locations. includi~g the locations Ll
,

and L2. in the seguenl' ut 'v so that

comprisinq said location Ll and [the] conte ts of said
\,

LAW OI'JI'IC'lU or
axn;aVJ:N. MOUILL.

Mld'IDIJQK.I~IN.,"'"
V MBTROD;UVB

surra ,.,
SAN 108B, CA ~1I0
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location L1 are~eing transferred from one or more of said

sense amplifiers~ saLd output, another one of said row

""decoders is activati~a row portion comprising said

location L2 and [the] c~ents of said location L2 are

being transferred from sai'locati.on L2 to one or more of

said sense amplifiers. "

ff-.J'. (Amended) The memory of Claim;t'[haVing a burst mode

in which the memory receives an address and provides in

response to the address, in sequence, the contents of a

plurality of memory locations], said memory [also] having a

random mode in which the memory receives an address and

provides in response the contents of a unique memory location,

wherein, both in burst mode and in random mode, while

the contents of said location L1 are being transferred

from one or more of said sense amplifiers to said output,

the contents of said location L2 are being transferred

from said location L2 to one or more of said sense

·_-~------

amplifiers.
---"-'-~---'-'- '_._----._--_ .._---.

;r.1 (Amended) The memory of Clai~~lwherein:
said memory [set of locations] comprises k [subsets]

pluralities S-l, ... , S-k of locations wherein k is [an

LAW onrlCM or
IllJEaVKN,. MOIUlILL.

MlieP'IIEUOflI,l"UN&L1N......

integer] a number of said pluralities and is greater than

or equal to two;

for each [subset.] plurality 5-i, said sense

amplifiers can receive simultaneously the contents of .ll

number m of locations: from said [subset] plurality s-i,

wherein m is a positi.ve integer; and

time tARA does not exceed m * (k-1) * (tOE), wherein:

tARA is mea.sured from the time that an address

of a location is; made available to said memory to the

time when one or more of said sense amplifiers

develop an output signal indicative of the contents

4

WALLSL
Highlight
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of said location; and

tOE is the time to transfer an output

of anyone of said sense amplifiers to said

output of said memozy ,

operation

I
(Amended) The me,mory of Claim.it' [having a burst mode

/

in which the memoz'y receives an address of said

location Ll and provides in response to the address, in

sequence, the contents of consecutively addressed memory

locations from Ll through a,t least L2,]

wherein, in [saiOl] burst mode [operation], a time in

which each location .Qj' said plurality except [Ll] said one

of said locations is read out to said output after a

previous location has been read out to said output is

shorter than a time in which said [location Ll] one of

said locations is read out to said out.put; after said

address of said [locat:ion Ll] one of said locations has

been received by said memory.

(Amended) A memClry comprising:

••• I

k!J<i 1

,~l "'" a set of consecut:ively addressed memory locations Ll,

1m·
~,

sens~. amplifier means for amplifying contents of said

memory locations; and

an output fQr providing output signals from said
\

sense amplifier melins,.

wherein said memory has a burst mode [an] operation

for receiving an addrl~ss .and reading out to said output.

in response to said address. any given number of memory

locations in the sequl~nce of c.onsecutive addresses with

wrap around SCI that the next location, if any, to be read

out after said LocatLon Ln is said location Ll, such that

during said operation while the contents of any location L

to be read out other t.han the last lobation to be read out
\,

uw od-ICU (W" .•

IIKjEaVEN. JoIOUILL,

loWPBJ:UON.J~lIf.......
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are being transferred from aid sense amplifier means to

said output, the contents of nother location to be read

out after said locati.on L are e Lnq provided to said sense

amplifier means n and sUbsequent transfer

to said output.

ended) In a memory having a plurality of rows of

'emory loca ions and having a plurality of row decoders and one

each said row decoder, a method of reading in....A

ode 0 e ation a plurality of consecutively addressed

memory spanning more than one row, said method

at

comprising[, for ~ach location of said plurality,] the steps

of: \

prOViding\[an address of said location] to [one of]
\

said [row decod~rs] ;X-registers a row address of a first

location to be r~ad in said burst mode operation;
\

for each row Containing a location to be read in said

burst mode operation. performing the steps of:
\

providing b\ :t least one of the X-registers to

least one of ~h row decoders signals identifying

said row;

activating'

\
\
\

by \[said
\
\

one of said row decoders a

lAW orncu 01'
lJK,J&I'YBN. MOaalLL.

MM!PRRIIAON. PaAJIIKJ.,1N
.. PUII:L

;l.t MIml.O DIUV!I

"""""

row portion whi.ch c01nprises said location] one of
\

said row decoders at ~east a portion of said row;

sensing and ampli'fying contents of [said] n
\

least one loca1:ion of said row; and
\,

transferring amplified contents of [said] gt,

least one loca1:ion of said" row to an output of said

memory;

wherein for at leas1: two locations\ Ll and L2 of said,

plurality which are in different rows lJf\said me~ory, the step
\

of sensing and amplifyinl;} the contents of \said location L2,
overlaps in time with the step of transfen\ing the amplified

contents of said location Ll to said output f said memory.

(
'.....,
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~J(r (Amended) The method of Claimyl~rein:
.;<- .

said memory comprises a plurality of sense amplifier

circuits, and each sensing and amplifying step is

performed by ~t least one of said sense amplifier

circuits; and

for at least two locations LLl and LL2 of said

plurality, during the step of transferring the amplified

contents of said Locat.Lon LLl to said output the sense

amplifier circuit for sensing and amplifying the contents

of said location LLl is enabled and the sense amplifier

circuit for sensing and amplifying the contents of said

location LL2 is disabled, but said sense amplifier circuit

for sensing and amplifying the contEmts of said location

LL2 is enabled SUbsequently during 1;he step of sensing and

amplifying the conten1:s of said location LL2.

\i\
(Amended) In a memozy comprising a set of

ecutl. ely addressed memory locations Ll, •.• , Ln, a method

of reading ut in burst mo(!& a sequence of locations addressed

consecutively with wrap around so that the next location to be

read out after cation Ln is location Ll, said method

in es 0 se to said address, for each location of

address of a first location to be readece i

said sequence[,] perfdrming the steps of:

location; and

transferrinq amplif,~ed contents of said location

to an output of aaId memor~,

wherein for any location L of said sequence other than the

sensing and amplifying contents of said

comprising .l<Ll.!!L..a~~c...5!..b..i

I
i

I
I

last location to be read out in said sequence, the tranSferring

step for the location L overLaps in time with the sensing and

amplifying step for another location to be read out after said

LAW0I"P1CK8 01'
aK,JERVBN. ~[OUILL.

,...,rml$(lff,I'aAl'Q;L1M......
2j N'B11lO DUV8

.un. ""
SAN .!OaR C".A fll1n

/]
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Please add the following claims.

yK.M? The memory of Claim I'Wherein

fabricated in an integrated circuit.

said memory is

PATENT

,
The memory of Claim~ further comprising:

a plurality of second registers, each second register

for receiving at least a portion of a column address; and

a circuitry for each second register for selecting in

response to signals from one of the second registers a

plurality of columns to be read by the sense amplifiers.

14
j/J.

gJ
The memory of Claim/A' wherein said memory is

fabricated in an integrated circuit.

of:

\1,ti. The method of

('.,

1('5
Claim J1(, further

/
comprising the steps

providing at least a portion of a column address of

the first location tel be read in sa.id operation to at

least one of Y-regist:ers of said memory; and

providing, by at: least one of the Y registers,

signals identifying a plurality of columns of the memory

such that memory locations in said plurality of columns in

one row have consecu1:ive addresses,

wherein the sensing and amplifying step comprises the

step of sensing and ilmplifying con1:ents of memory

locations in said plurality of columns.

~~,P. The

comprises the

(Y
method of Claim ;n: wherein the transferring step

/'
step of transferring the amplified contents to

LAW 0f'I'1CU 01'
SlIJEaVEPl'.MOIUlILL,

1oWPHEI8OIIf. ruNnlN.......

the output consecutively in the sequence of addresses.
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~~.I~r-. An integrated menory comprisin9:

an array of memory locations, 1:he array comprising a

plurality of subazz-ays , each subarray comprising a

predetermined number elf groups of columns of the memory

locations such that for any given column position in a

group, the memory locations in any given row in the

columns at said given position in the groups of the

subarray have consecutLve addresses;

one X-decoder for each subar-ray i

one X-register f,or each X-decoder;

one Y-decoder for each subarraYi

one Y-register for each Y-decoder;

one Y-select circuit for each sUbarray, the Y-select

circuit being responsive to the Y-decoder of the subarray

to select all the columns that occupy a selected position

in the groups of the subarraYi

a plurality of sense amplifier circuits for each

subarray, each sense amplifier circuit for amplifying

signals from a column selected by the Y-select circuit of

the subarraYi

a memory output; and

a control circuit for selecting one of the sense

amplifier circuits tel provide data to the memory output,

wherein in a burst mode read operation, at least one

x-register provides 1:0 its respective X-decoder signals

identifying a row in one of the sUbarrays, and at least

one Y-register provides to its respective Y-decoder

signals identifying il position of columns in the groups of

one of the subarrays"

JI,\
~. The memory of

in number.

f),O
Claim ~ wherein said subarrays are two

LAW 0f'l1'JCU 01'
alUBavmol, MOaaJLL,

MId1\£UON, PaANKLlK
.....L

lS MBTltO DtiV1l...... '"
s.t.N J08B, CA "110
(Ul]:ll).lm

PAX (a) 2:U-1:DJ

9-/)
~. The

)

,p,rfJ
memory of Claim Ji'S wherein

- 9 -
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operation while data from the sense amplifier circuits of one

of the subarrays are provicled to the memclry output, the sense

amplifier circuits of another one of the sUbarrays develop

output signals corresponding to data in said other one of the

subarrays.

circuit selected to providEl data to the memory output and at

the same time disables one or more sense amplifier circuits not

operation, the control circ:uit enables the sense amplifier

read
_~-f)

memory of Clclimr wherein in the burst mode/The

selected to provide data to the memory output.
----_._--------~---------------j

lH.. THE ABSTRACT

WtTo provide a boundaryless burst mClde access, a memory

array is divided into two or more subarrays. Each sUbarray has

its own row and column decodexs , The columns of each subarray

! P'ease ~end the abstract to read a. foUows.
-'---'~H---------------------------

c}
are divided into groups. Jl sense amplifier circuit is provided

for each group of columns. The column decoder of each subarray

selects simUltaneously one column from each group so that the

memory locations in one rml in the select:ed columns have

consecutive addresses. ThEl memory locations in the selected

row and columns are read by the sense amplifier circuits.

While the contents of the Elense amplifier circuits of one

sUbarray are transferred one by one to the memory output,

consecutive memory locations of another subarray are read to

the sense amplifier c LrcuLt.s , In some embodiments, to save

power, sense amplifier cire:uits are disabled when their outputs

are not transferred to the memory output.--
----

REMARKS

Claims 2-17 are pending in the application and are

rejected. Claims 2, 3, 5-7, and 14-16 are amended and Claims

'l
LA,v~:lOf'

_&.mAVEN'. MOUllL.
~a8ON.J'IANKLIK.......

18-26 are added. ReconsidElration and wit:hdrawal of the

If}
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rejections and objections is respectfUlly requested.

PATENT

LAW OP'I'ICU or
llUKaVl'.ll-, MODILL,

Mod'ImUOlo(, PaAJQJ.,1l'f.......
2JMBTRODtiVl!

!lUl'I1I ~'OO

SAN'OII!, CA "110
(0)20-.1221

PAX(0) :!I!-12J3

The title of the invuntion is objec:ted to as not descrip-

tive. A more descriptive title is provided.

Figs. 3B, 6, 7, 19, ;l4, 25A, 25B, 27 and 28 are objected

to. A proposed amendment to drawings is filed herewith to

overcome the objection to Figs. 3B, 6, 7, 19, 24, 27 and 28.

Regarding Figs. 25A, 25B, the Examiner states that

reference numbers for boxud information are necessary.

However, reference number-s SHL-O through SHL-3, SHR-O through

SHR-3, and 25 are already provided for 1:he boxed information.

The Brief Description of the Drawings is amended as

required by the Examiner.

The Abstract of the Disclosure is objected to. The

Abstract is amended to over-come the objection.

Claims 2-17 are reje(~ted under 35 U.S.C. S 112, second

paragraph, as being indefinite. This rejection is respectfully

traversed.

Regarding Claim 2, the Examiner states:

"receiving row address" -- Laok of
antecedent bas i.s ) also, how will the row
decoder receive addresses?

Claim 2 recites not "receiving row address" but "receiving

.ll row address" (emphasis added). Thus, a separate antecedent

basis is not required.

Claim 2 is amended not to recite a row decoder for

receiving addresses.

Further regarding Claim 2, the Examiner states:

"for activating a portion •.. " -- what is
the method or means of activation?

Claim 2 need not be limited by any particular method or

means of activation. MPEIP S 703.03(d) states:

The fact that a claim is broad does not
necessarily jus1tify a rejection on the
ground that the claim as vague and
indefinite ..•.

Further regarding Claim 2, the Examiner states:

"the contents" ._- lack of antecedent basis.

- 11 -
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Claim 2 is amended to provide antecedent basis.

PATENT

The rejection of Claims 3 and 4 on t;he grounds of a lack

of antecedent basis is overcome by the amendment to Claim 2.

Of note, Claims 3 and 4 depend from ClaiDI 2.

Regarding Clai.m 5, thE! Examiner stat;es:

"said set of locutions" -- what; locations
are being referrE~d to here? What is the
subset of?

The terms "set;" and "I;ubsets" are deleted from Claim 5.

Further regarding Claim 5, the Examiner states:

11k ••• 8-1 ... 8-i ••• m ••• " -- all
symbols and lettl!rs must be defined as to
their usage and purpose '" •

All the symbols and ll!tters are defined in Claim 5. In

particular, each of symboll' S-l, ••• , S-k is defined as

denoting a plurality of memory locations"

...,
(Pluralities S-l,

S-k read on r espect.Lve subarrays 314.1, •.• 314.k of

Fig. 7 and on sUbarrays 31'LL, 314.R of Figs. 3 and 8A, 8B.)

"k" is defined as a number of the pluralities S-l, ... , S-k

(k=2 in Figs. 3 and 8A, 8B). s-i denotes generically one of

the pluralities S-l through S-k. "m" is defined as a number of

locations of the plurality s-i such that the contents of m

locations can be received s LmuLt.aneousLy by the sense

amplifiers. (For example, in the embodiment of Fig. 3, m=l, 2,

LAW on'J(D 01'

I'JU\'KM, llofOnn.L.
MKPHR-..oc...L\NILlN

....mL

2SMBTRO:DRJVII
!Ul1"B '00

MN JOIl6, C,\ "110
(<1(11) 213-121:2

FAX(4OlI)2I:Qm

3 or 4; ~ the specification, page 9, line 30.). Such use of

symbols and letters is per:missible in the claims as

illustrated, for example, by U.S. patent No. 5,280,594, Claim

5, col. 6, lines 39-44. Claim 5 of u.s. patent No. 5,280,594

is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

Further regarding Applicants' Claim 5, the Examiner asks:

what is the relationship between m and
the subsets?

The relationship is that the contents of m locations in

the plurality S-i can be received simultaneously by the sense

amplifiers.

Further regarding Claim 5, the Examiner states:

- 12 -
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"time tARA ••. tOE" --abbreviations must be
expanded when first introduced.

PATENT

"tARA" and "tOE" are not abbreviations but symbols

denoting certain lengths of time as defined in the last two

paragraphs of Claim 5. For an example of such symbols, see

u.s. Patent No. 5,280,594, Claim 5, col. 6, line 40 (Exhibit A

attached hereto).

Claims 10 and 13 are rejected for the same reasons as

Claim 5. The term "set of locations" in Claims 10 and 13 is

defined in Claim 7 from which Claims 10 and 13 depend. (The

"set of locations" reads e>n locations M-O through M-31 in Figs

3A, 3B.) The "subsets" of' Claim 10 are subsets of the set of

Claim 7. (Each subset rea.ds on sUbarray 314.L or 314.R in

Figs. 3A, 3B.)

The remaining rejecti.ons of Claims 10 and 13 under 35

u. S. C. S 112 are t.raversed for reasons similar to the reasons

discussed above in connect:ion with Claim 5.

The rejection of Clajlm 6 on the grc)und of a lack of

antecedent basis is over-come by the present amendment to

Claim 6.

In paragraph 6 of thl~ Office Action the Examiner states:

no correspondenl~e between claim language
and drawings is found; specifically, L1 and
L2 in claims 2, 6, 7, 14 & 16 and LL1 and
LL2 in claims 15 & 17.

Locations L1 and L2 in Claims 2 and 14 correspond, for

example, to locations M-15 and M-16 in Figs. 3A, 3B.

"L2" are deleted from Claim 6.

"L1" and

LAW 0Il'J'1CU 01'

l!lJEaVl:tf. MOaULL.
M.rPHKUOf(. J'L.\NKLIN

.. PRIlL

:uMETRO DIItVII

serrn""
lIAN J08I'l. CA "no
(~1It-lm

PAll (4011-'125'

Locations L1, ...• Ln in Claims 7 and 16 correspond, for

example, to locations M-O, .•• , M-31 in Figs. 3A, 3B.

Locations LL1, LL2 in Claim 15 correspond, for example, to

locations M-O, M-4 in Figs. 3A, 3B. See Applicants'

specification, page 8, lines 33-35. Location LL in Claim 17

corresponds, for example, to location M-1 in Figs. 3A, 3B.

Specification, page 8, lines 33-35.

The Examiner states also in paragraph 6 of the Office

- 13 -
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Action:

\0084371.WP

uncertainty as to whether both row decoders
are being activated simultaneollslyby the
same signal or SIJUrCe or whether they are
activated separa1tely arises within the
examiner.

PATENT

LAW on'JCU OF
nJBIVBN.loIoaIILL.

a.-PftICUON. ra.\NKL1N.......
2.'I1.UI'J~ ll1UVR

."'"'"SAN 'OIl!. CI~ "110
(401) 2B-1212

PAX (401) m·lDJ

The Examiner does not specify whether this statement

refers to any particular claims or to any embodiments described

in the specification.

Claim 2 recites row decoder-s but does not state that row

decoders are activated.

In the embodiment of IPigs. 3A. 3B, X-decoders 316.L, 316.R

are responsive to respective X-registers 340.L, 340.R.

Claims 2-17 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. S 102(e) over

Kobayashi et al. This rej,action is respectfully traversed.

Claim 2 distinguishes from Kobayashi et al. by reciting a

memory having a burst mode in which mode the memory receives an

address of one memory location "and provides in response

contents of a plurality of memory Locat.Lona ••• in the sequence

of consecutive addresses".

Claim 2 is supported lby Applicants' Figs. 3 and 8. In the

embodiments of Figs. 3 and 8, the burst mode provides a fast

sequential memory access because contents of several locations

are provided in response to one address. Specification,

page 2, lines 27-28.

Kobayashi et al. disclose in Fig. 4 a memory that receives

address signals A and B from different external interfaces.

~ Kobayashi et al., column 4, lines 63--65 and column 5, lines

8-10. Kobayashi et al. do not teach or suggest that their

memory provides contents of a plurality of locations in

response to address signal A, or that their memory provides

contents of a plurality of locations in response to address

signal B, as recited in Claim 2. Hence Kobayashi et al. do not

teach or suggest a burst mode as in Claim 2. Claim 2 and

Claims 3-6, 18 and 19 dependent therefrom are therefore

believed to be allowable.

- 14 -
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Claim 4 dependent from Claim 2 further distinguishes from

Kobayashi et al. by reciting a memory in which some sense

amplifiers are enabled while other sense amplifiers are

disabled.

Claim 4 is supported 1::,y the specification, page 8, line 23

through page 9, line 11. Disabling some sense amplifiers

"provides significant power saving" in some embodiments.

specification, page 9, line, 8.

Kobayashi et al. disclose in Fig. 4 two sense amplifiers

5A for two corresponding memor'y blocks 31., 32. ~ Kobayashi

et al., column 5, lines 26-·28. Kobayashi. et al. do not teach

or suggest disabling one of their sense amplifiers while

enabling the other amplif iElr as recited in Claim 4. Claim 4 is

believed to be allowable fClr this additicmal reason.

Claim 5 dependent froD! Claim 2 further distinguishes from

Kobayashi et al. by reciting the relationship that the time

tARA does not exceed m * (l,-1) * (tOE), wherein tARA, m, k, and

tOE are parameters defined in Claim 5.

Claim 5 is supported by Applicants' Figs. 6 and 7 and the

specification, page 10, lines 13-19 and page 11, line 8. In

the embodiment of Fig. 7, 1the relationship between tARA, m, k

and tOE allows reading in burst mode each datum starting from

the second datum in the time tOE that it takes to transfer a

sense amplifier output to t.he output of the memory rather than

in a longer time that includes address decoding. ~ the

specification, page 11, lines 6-7.

Kobayashi et al. do not teach or suggest the relationship

recited in Claim 5. Claim 5 is believed to be allowable for

this addit~onal reason.

Claim 7, reciting a burst mode, and Claims 8-13 and 20

dependent therefrom are believed to be allowable for reasons

similar to the reasons discussed above in connection with

Claim 2.

In addition, Claim 8 and Claim 9 dependent therefrom are

- 15 -
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Further, Claim 10 is believed to be allowable for reasons

similar to the reasons disc'ussed above in connection with

Claim 5.

Claim 14 and Claims 15, 21 and 22 dependent therefrom are

believed to be allowable for reasons similar to the reasons

discussed above in connection with Claim 2.

Further, Claim 15 is believed to be allowable for reasons

similar to the reasons discussed above in connection with

Claim 4.

Claim 16 and Claim 17 dependent therefrom are believed to

be allowable for reasons similar to the reasons discussed above

in connection with Claim 2.

In addition, Claim 17 is believed to be allowable for

reasons similar to the reasons discussed above in connection

with Claim 4.

Claim 23 and Claims 24--26 dependent therefrom are believed

to be allowable for reasons similar to the reasons discussed

above in connection with CI,3.im 2.

Further, Claim 26 is b,alieved to be allowable for reasons

similar to the reasons discussed above in connection with

Claim 4.

On April 17, 1992, Applicants filed an Information

Disclosure statement listinq, among other things, U.s. patent

applications 07/558,033 and 07/557,899. Per the Office Action,

paragraph 16, the Examiner did not consider these patent

applications apparently on 1:he grounds that the patent

applications were not referenced in Applicants' "Background of

the Invention". However, 37 C.F.R. S§ 1.56,1.97 and 1.98 that

govern filing of information disclosure statements do not

require that patent applications cited in such statements be

referenced in the Background of the rnvent.Lon, Therefore,

Applicants respectfu.lly request consideration of patent
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applications 07/558,033 and 07/557,899.

In summary, Claims 2-17 were pending in the present

application and were rejec1:ed. Claims 2, 3, 5-7 and 14-16 are

amended and Claims 18-26 are added. Claims 2-26 are believed

to be allowable, and early passage of this case to issue is

respectfully requested. 11: any matters remain outstanding

/l~~1A.iic.k!l <f{urtLe/~
Attorney for Applicants
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after consideration of t.h i s amendment, the Examiner is

requested to telephone the undersigned a1: the number below to

expedite prosecution of this case.

Respectfully submitted,

"'H~.rLeceA/ )y&-~~(-
Michael Shenker
Attorney fc)r Applicants
Reg. No. 34,250
Telephone: (408) 283-1222

I hereby certify that this correspondenoe i. being depcelted with the
United Stat•• Postal Service a8 first class mail in an envelope
addressed to: Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, Washington,
D.C., 20231, on March 21, 1994.
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